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It's time for some good Java



Your Oracle Java fee's could increase from 2x-10x based on the
new employee metric
3,000 employees at $432,000 per year                                 
 40,000 employees at $2.5 million per year
Older Oracle Java versions can come with costly support
contracts or may have security gaps that need addressing
Oracle Java has a call home function so usage can be monitored
by Oracle themselves
Audit disputes often lead to a costly commercial settlements, but
sometimes it can lead to a lawsuit
There are significant cost benefits and risk avoidance
opportunities when conducting analysis assessments
Understanding what you have deployed is the first step in
remediation and potential displacement (shifting away from
Oracle Java to an alternative)

Why should you care?

         At a glance
Java is the backbone of countless
applications worldwide. 

As a business, understanding your
Java licensing requirements and
costs can mean the difference
between an optimized budget and
unnecessary overspending.

Oracle recently updated their
licensing model from the traditional
"named user plus" and "processor"
metric to total employee count.

The number of licenses required is
determined by the number of
employees rather than just the
number of employees who actually
use the programs.

1 install could mean millions!

<0.02 secs
Avg. analysis
duration per device

<$0.5 /device
Low cost
subscription

$10,000+
in cost savings based on
100 employees with 1
Java install

Understand your Java requirements under all license
models + visualize your Java deployments clearly so
you can make informed decisions.

Visibility

Near instant license analysis using your currently
available data sources, reducing time to value vs
traditional methods which can take months.

Time

The ability to repeat Oracle licensing analysis
consistently at any scale means significantly
improved risk and cost management.

Repeatability

Importance of Analysis

Automated Oracle Java license assessment using any data source,
providing valuable insights at a fraction of the cost and time.

The solution

Benefits

Why should you care about Java?



Oracle Java Deployment Manager

Designed to help gain control of Oracle licensing. OJDM analyzes and helps manage Java licensing, it enables
organizations to track usage and ensure compliance with Oracle's Java licensing policies, providing real-time
visibility into license usage, identifies compliance issues, and helps reduce costs, avoiding legal or financial risks.

Step 1: Upload raw data

Licensewares products are data agnostic, whilst
we have a list of "supported sources" - we will
ingest data from any customer discovery tool.

For Java we recommend JDowser a free solution
built by Azul or Lansweeper is a great low costs
discovery tool!

Step 2: Click process

Step 3: Get results

Required Oracle Java licenses based on your
organisation's specific licensing model (Named User Plus,
Processor Licensing, or Java SE Universal Subscription) 

Total licensing costs across different Oracle Java versions
and licensing models 

Potential cost savings through alternative solutions,
upgrade paths, or negotiation strategies 😘

How Licenseware makes it easy
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S t a r t  a n a l y s i n g  y o u r
J a v a  t o d a y !

Book a meeting:

https://licenseware.io/
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